
ACT Prep English Explanations for passages 1-3: by Mrs. Hahn and the internet 

Passage I:  Mystery Paper Sculptor 

1. A This is a word-meaning question:  “complexity” is best conveyed by “intricately.” 

2. G Dangling modifier 

3. A The lighthearted tone in the pun “Poetree” ( Edgar Allen Poe)  fits  the informal “dubbed.” This question 
requires you to choose the wording most consistent with the style and tone of the passage. 

4. F   Use commas after introductory prepositional phrases. 

5. C  Use apostrophes with possessive nouns.  The noun here is plural, but not possessive. 

6. F No commas around restrictive modifiers. 

7. D  most concisely expresses the idea. All other choices are wordy and unclear. 

8. G is the transitional expression conveying passage of time.  “More creations appeared” until “Eventually, a 
total of  ten sculptures…” 

9. C Subject-verb agreement:  “The creator...is…” 

10. J “Whatever” is too informal in tone for this passage. Choices G and H are too wordy and redundant.  

11. C pronoun-antecedent agreement  “Whoever” requires a singular pronoun. 

12. F is the most concise expression.  All others are redundant. Choose the language that best expresses the 
idea. 

13. B You must understand the meaning of the entire passage, and that the last sentence adds the information 
paraphrased by choice B. 

14. J  Understand how clauses work in sentences.  The phrase in dashes how the creator destroyed books, 
and distracts you from the real problem in the sentence: “who.” 

To be correct, the main clause of the sentence must end before the first dash. But “who” creates a sentence 
fragment. 
Simple subject = creator Simple Predicate = destroyed 
Complete subject = creator of these exquisite sculptures  
Complete predicate = destroyed books as “ a tiny gesture in support of the special places.” 

15. B Understand how verbs work . The creator cut and refashioned. 

Passage II:  Building a Cork Boat 

16. G  Enclose the sentence interrupter “as Pollack is likely to point out” in commas. It interrupts “It all began . . 
.with a single cork.” 

17. C Two errors: dash and no comma around restrictive modifier (staff of several restaurants). 

18. F  no comma around restrictive modifier 

19. C “Finally” connotes the challenge named in the previous sentence. 
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20.G  Know the difference between “then” and “than.”   The apostrophe for possession is correct. 

21.D provides a transition from the previous paragraph, connecting Pollack’s challenges. 

22.G is the most specific description. 

23.C The verbs “bind” and “shaping” are not parallel; “binding” and “shaping” are parallel. 

24.H “Rigorous” means “challenging.”  Be sure to read the question stems carefully. 

25.B The past perfect verb tense “had seen” is correct. Pollack saw “himself” in his imagination. 

26.F Use a comma after an introductory dependent clause.  If you chose G you don’t understand no comma 
around restrictive modifier. If you chose H you don’t understand how to use a semicolon.  

27.C  This question test your ability to use “”most,” “better,” and “best” correctly. It also tests your ability to use 
prepositions like “with,” “to,” “for,” and “as.” 

28.F  Use the correct relative pronoun and use no comma. 

29.D  Choices A, B, and C are redundant, since Portugal is named in the previous sentence as the country 
where the boat was launched. 

30.G  Looking at the statement before each point will help you with this type of question. Pollack “convinced 
the staff...to donate discarded corks” most logically precedes “ ‘Remember,’ he would say as he made his daily 
pickups, ‘every cork counts’.”  

Passage III: Lightning in the Sand 

31. C  Choice B is too wordy; D removes the reference to the sand in the narrator’s immediate vicinity; Choice 
C emphasizes most clearly the hopeful idea that a fulgurite may be next to them. 

32. J  no comma around restrictive modifier 

Commas are not used between two verbs, two subjects, two complements, or two objects joined by a 
coordinating conjunction. 
Georgetown has eliminated one-third of its graduate programs and closed its dental school. 
[compound verb] 
That confuses most analogies between universities and profit-making enterprises. [compound object of 
preposition]  
Endowments and gifts make up the rest. [compound subject] 

33. C Choose the word which conveys “dramatic nature.”  “Burns” is the most dramatic verb. 

34. G Extra information, extra commas; needed information, no commas. 

A comma should not separate a subject from its verb. 

35. A   NO CHANGE, because the other choices bring up “fluff” information. 

36. J “After” and “while” serve the same function in the sentence, making the existing sentence structure 
illogical. 

 37. C  The effect of the wind hopefully uncovering the fulgurite is emphasized here. Choice C connects the 
wind with the uncovered fulfurite. 

38. F Choices G and H unnecessarily repeat the idea of seeing.  Choice J is wordy. 
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39. D adds to “what to look for.”  Choices B and C are off topic. 

40. H  “Speckled” best conveys “light, sporadic arrangement.” 

41. B Place modifiers next to the word they modify.  The bubbles were “formed…..” 

42. F  Choices G and H are wordy. The verbs “stop” and “unearth” must be parallel. 

43. C  You must understand the lighthearted tone of this sentence, and that to “unearth” at a gift shop means 
to gain easily what they had been working hard to find.  

44. G  “She” (the friend)  wanted to keep searching because of her previous good luck. You must read far 
enough ahead to choose the correct answer. 

45. A  Choices B, C, and D provide information already mentioned. 
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